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ABSTRACT 

Whatever perspective one takes, contradictions in the relationship between 

the capital and the provinces have always been evident to some extent, and the 

British underground press of the late 1960s and early 1970s is no exception. The 

introductory first chapter will define the meaning of the term 'underground' in this 

context, and outline some of the sources used and the methodologies employed. 

Chapter Two will show how the British underground press developed from an 

alternative coterie of writers, poets, and artists - often sympathisers of the Campaign 

for Nuclear Disarmament movement. It will also show how having developed from 

roots that were arguably provincial the underground adopted London as its base. The 

third chapter will take a more detailed look at the background of some London and 

provincial underground publications and will attempt to see what extent the London 

underground press portrayed the provinces, and vice-versa. In Chapter Four actual 

aspects of life in urban and rural settings, such as communes, squats, and pop 

festivals, will be examined in relation to the adoption of these lifestyles by the wider 

counterculture and how they were adapted to particular environments as part of an 

envisioned alternative society. Furthermore, it will also show how the underground 

press was instrumental in reporting on and, perhaps, influencing the growth of these 

alternative lifestyles. Indeed underground publications were produced from, and for, 

particular places, and it might be argued helped to redefine the way in which these 

areas were perceived by the underground. Finally, an explanation for some of the 

reasons for the decline of the underground and its press will be put forward. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction 
Defining the Underground and its Press: Methods and Sources. 

A brief definition of the term 'underground' is a u�eful starting point in a 

study of this kind, and having put forward a suitable definition this chapter will look 

at some of the sources used in this study. For example, underground publications 

and oral accounts in the form of autobiographies and interviews will be used, as will 

secondary sources on the subject of the underground press and related issues such as 

free festivals, communes, and squatting. This chapter will attempt to offer some 

explanation of how they might be used, whilst taking into account some of their 

possible advantages and limitations. 

1 

The terms 'underground' and 'counter-culture' are often used synonymously 

with one another, and will be used as such here. Robert Hewison says the term was 

initially 'a military metaphor transferred to cultural as opposed to political resistance 

and sabotage.1 JeffNuttall, a pivotal force for several years in the underground press, 

says in his 1968 polemic on alternative culture and the underground, that, 

The word Underground was still, in the early sixties not 
yet in common use. It probably came into use in New 
York around 1964. Two main activities defined it, finally. 
Duplicated magazines and home movies.2 

However, in the mid 1960s, by the time 'underground' was adopted in Britain, it had 

developed beyond a convenient term just to be used for an alternative literary and 

artistic movement. Instead it came to be used for a whole way of life that 

encompassed all manner of cultural, political, and social expressions, and although 

'the counter-culture meant different things to different people at different times, the 
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only constant was the rejection of the dominant or "straight society" and its culture'.3 

The press that developed as part of, or even out of the nascent underground 

movement was admittedly only part of a wider underground network. But, it was 

undeniably one of, if not the core element of the counter-culture. Elizabeth Nelson 

astutely points out that, 'the underground press ... serves as the major repository of 

counter-cultural views and visions'4 and 'served, as has been noted "quite literally to 

hold the movement together and to give it its identity"'.5 It might also be argued that 

the underground press was the only viable institution created by the movement, and 

is probably the most definitive record of the movement itself. 

The underground might be divided into 'two broad categories; the austere 

revolutionary Left and the more popular or "official" underground as it was 

labelled'.6 Within these two categories, the underground further comprised of a 

number of different factions ranging from the politically militant Left to those who 

believed in more mystical or religious matters. Each group, in one way or another, 

produced some form of underground paper. For example, the revolutionary Left 

produced Black Dwarf(Iater to become Red Mole), obviously political in content, 

whilst the more mystic hippy types produced Gandaif's Garden, dedicated to more 

esoteric or 'cosmic' issues. However, the popular London underground papers such 

as International Times (11) and Oz drew upon a broad spectrum of aesthetic, cultural, 

political, social and theoretical perspectives, representing the variety of factions that 

the underground press encompassed. Therefore, the views expressed within the more 

popular underground press might sometimes appear ambivalent. To quote Richard 

Neville from his contemporary underground 'manifesto', Playpower, 

The tone of the Underground papers is pugnaciously 
partisan and each reporter is, in a sense, his own 
editorialist - which is why so few of these papers carry 
distinct opinion sections. 7 



As Nigel Fountain says, 'That press didn't just argue with the established order, it 

polemicized furiously within itself: generating exciting, crazy, repetitive and 

innovative language and design'. 8 

3 

According to Bouchier, the use of underground publications as a means of 

trying to understand the ideologies of the counterculture is potentially problematic 

because those involved in the production of underground publications are more likely 

to be 'activist minded' than others.9 Furthermore, objectivity was never one of the 

underground press's strong points - not that it was ever claimed to be. In addition, 

the lack of editorial policy in some publications might also make it difficult for a 

researcher to determine what stance a publication took on a particular subject from 

one issue to the next. This emphasises the fluidity of the underground press despite 

its general anti-establishment character. But, ultimately, it must be remembered that 

it is 'primarily within that press that the documentary record of the social history of 

the counter-culture lies' .10 It therefore becomes the major archive of the 

counterculture from which its ideas values and aspirations may be extracted. 

The use of underground publications themselves, along with secondary 

material can help to provide a background to the papers in question. The more 

popular London and provincial underground papers drew upon a broad spectrum of 

aesthetic, cultural, political, social, and theoretical perspectives rather than being 

solely concerned with one particular issue, such as politics. It is for this reason that 

the London papers International Times (11), Friends I Frendz, and Oz, and to a lesser 

extent, the provincial papers Mole Express and Grass Eye from Manchester, and 

Styng from Barnsley will be main publications used for this study. Of the few books 

of any significance produced by the underground, the following three are arguably 



the most useful. JeffNuttall's Bomb Culture from 1968 deals more with the cultural 

aspects of the underground's past and its development throughout the sixties. Mick 

Farren and Edward Barker's Watch out Kids from 1972 came at a time when the 

underground was clearly on the wane.11 It traces the development of teenage revolt 

and subcultures from the fifties to the counterculture, and becomes a somewhat 

paranoid indictment of 'straight' society as well as a revolutionary portent of an 

alternative society - both urban and rural. Richard Neville's Playpower was 

published at the height of the underground and combined 'a hippy tour 

4 

d'horizon ... (with) a brief overview of anything remotely "altemative"' . 12 Although, in 

some ways, all could be described as sociological analyses-cum-political manifestos 

of the counter-culture, each represents a different aspect of, and stage in the 

development of the underground. Most of the more recent work on the subject of the 

British underground press has also been undertaken by those previously involved 

with the underground press. Nigel Fountain, one time contributor to various 

underground publications, and more recently a Guardian writer, draws heavily on 

'the assistance of the people who worked on the papers' for his comprehensive 

examination of the London underground press. 13 Bob Dickinson, also partly relies on 

the experiences of writers and key figures in the Manchester underground press. 14 

Other names from the underground who have written autobiographies or related their 

experiences of the underground press in some detail are Roger Hutchinson, who 

moved from the provincial underground press to the capital, Richard Neville, founder 

of Oz, and Jonathon Green, one time editor of both Oz and JT.15 Green has also 

compiled an oral history of the British Underground, between 1961 and 1971, that 

records numerous accounts of events that shaped and typified the underground. 

However, the contributors for the large part appear at least to have been 
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acquaintances of Green, and made up part of what might be described as the 'elite' of 

the underground movement, and the book includes few accounts by the average 

underground adherent. Nevertheless, it still represents a wide spectrum of views 

from across the underground. 

In a similar way to the papers and magazines of the underground press, 

sources which have been written by, or are reliant on people involved in the 

underground press may be tainted by the biases of those involved. For example, 

interviews might be an unreliable source of information due to distortion of memory. 

On the other hand, the use of evidence gleaned from interviews has the obvious 

advantage of being first hand, and, in some cases, provides information where no 

other documented evidence exists. Mick Farren, one time editor of IT agreed to be 

interviewed for this study by e-mail, as he now lives in America. These questions 

are oriented towards the urban, provincial and rural, and provided new perspectives 

on the subjects in question. 

As for secondary sources, Philip Rycroft's 'Mapping the Underground' thesis 

is useful in providing some general background and geographical perspective of the 

London underground press. 16 Because music festivals - free or otherwise - became an 

integral part of the underground lifestyle, Michael Clarke's The Politics of Pop 

Festiva!s17 is useful in offering some sociological analysis of the festival phenomenon 

as well as providing some contemporary views on the subject other than those of the 

underground press. Similarly, Nelson's critique of the festival scene and rural 

commune movement also offsets some of the more idealistic notions propounded by 

the popular underground press. 18 

Communes are to be found in both urban and rural settings, and there is 

ample coverage of both rural and urban communities in the pages of the underground 
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press, but ultimately it is with the urban that the underground press seems primarily 

concerned. The importance of community control and 'the street' are regular themes 

within the underground press, and the provincial underground papers often regarded 

the street and issue of community politics with great gravitas. Although primarily 

concerned with the American underground press, Roger Lewis devotes a whole 

chapter to 'the street and the community', which he explains is as applicable to 

Europe as it is to America. 19 Bob Dickinson's Imprinting the Sticks: The Alternative 

Press beyond London is a useful companion to use with the provincial papers used in 

this study to determine whether things were different at a local level, and how the 

provincial world-view compared with that ofLondon.20 

Although there are books which concentrate on the London underground 

press and provincial underground press, in particular Manchester, there is apparently 

no specific work on the British underground press in relation to how urban, 

provincial, and rural issues were portrayed, and how these issues were placed in the 

context of the wider underground movement. Therefore, it follows that an 

examination of selected underground newspapers will make up a significant part of 

this study. The importance of using underground publications themselves to 

determine how urban or provincial aspects were represented is self-evident in that the 

press was probably the most effective form of media the underground movement 

possessed. The views portrayed within its pages usually reflected the opinions of the 

various factions that came under the underground banner. 

The pros and cons of various sources and how they might be utilised have 

been mentioned here, and primary sources in particular can be used to ascertain the 

way in which both London and provincial underground publications dealt with urban 

and rural issues, whilst secondary sources can also be used, especially in providing a 



background to events leading up to the emergence of the underground press in the 

1960s. Therefore, the above mixture of primary sources and secondary sources, 

including interviews, memoirs, underground publications, and mainstream press 

coverage among others, will hopefully provide a balanced and informative account 

of the underground press and some of the ways in which it represented aspects of an 

urban, provincial and rural nature. 

7 
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CHAPTER TWO 

Going Underground 

It has been suggested that the British counterculture, although part of 

developments that were occurring on a global scale, needed an intellectual heritage in 

which it could 'take root' .1 Nelson argues that, 

... the nineteenth-century Romantics provided some 
intellectual - spiritual, even - links with the essentially 
romantic and messianic blend of anarchism and diverse 
interpretations of socialism so important to the counter
culture. 2 

Admittedly, the anarchistic tendencies made evident by the non-conformity of 

experiments in communal living, the eradication of institutionalised sexual 

relationships, and the use of mind altering drugs are characteristics familiar to both 

the Romantics of the nineteenth-century and the counterculture of the 1960s. With 

some stretch of the imagination, it might not be too hard to make a comparison 

between the libertines of the 1960s counterculture and the likes of Blake, 

Wordsworth, Coleridge, Southey, Shelley, Wollstonecraft, De Quincy and the like. 

However, a less distant source of the underground's roots might arguably be traced 

to the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament (CND), and the beatnik movement of the 

1950s, which was only part of the wider social, cultural, and political upheavals that 

occurred after the second world war in Britain, and elsewhere in the world. Without 

delving too deeply into all the manifestations of this wider sea change in attitudes in 

the post-war years - as these have been examined in great detail many times 



elsewhere - it might be pertinent to mention 'youth culture' in the 1950s, if only to 

provide the context from which the underground press would eventually emerge. 

11 

By the mid-1950s youth culture had begun to manifest itself in the form of 

Teddy boys, and slightly later with anti-bomb protestors and beatniks. Despite the 

obvious class differences with the Teds 'the well educated, middle class CND 

supporters, the art students and the beats were, when viewed from the outside, more 

like the Teds than they were different from them' according to Jonathon Green.3 

Furthermore, from an adult perspective with its ideas about young people 'knowing 

ones place', 'being seen and not heard', and 'following in father's footsteps', and an 

emphasis on 'stability, conformity and repetition', both groups were seen as flagrant 

abusers of convention, who lacked faith in the "'affluent society", its goals and 

rewards' .4 The Teds had paved the way for youthful resistance and rebellion by both 

working class and middle class teenagers alike. Whereas, the working class youth 

culture of the Teds, and later mods, and rockers of the early 1960s was associated 

with cinema seat slashing, and seaside battles, middle class youth rebellion related 

more to the anti-bomb protest movement exemplified by CND. 5 But both groups 

came to be unwaveringly regarded as troublemakers who deviated from society's 

norms. As Nelson argues, 

The distrust between the generations, which the Teds and 
adult reactions towards them, had brought out into the open, 
was further exacerbated by the apparent bewilderment felt 
by many of the older generation when confronted with the 
image of thousands of crusading, protesting young people.6 

Jeff Nuttall documents the atmosphere that youthful protesters, with their 

guitars and singing, increasingly injected into the Aldermaston CND marches as 

being almost carnival like, as well as contributing to a new folk culture. 7 He also 

emphasizes how the, 'whackier and younger CND followers had gathered in the 
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Peace Cafe in the Fulham Road ... and formed a cultural nucleus that looked mainly 

towards America and the Beats for its model' .8 Mick Farren recognised that 'CND, 

although predominantly a youth organisation, seemed divorced from the instinctive 

revolt of the rock and roll-teenage rebels',9 but he also saw the importance that Ban 

the Bomb marches had on the development of the 1960s underground, 

in terms of the interchange of information between traditional 
pacifists, left wingers and young potential freaks. The later 
sitdowns and civil disobedience campaigns also brought many 
middle class kids into first hand contact with police repression. 10 

Farren goes on to emphasize the importance that the likes of poets such as Alan 

Ginsberg had on early counter-cultural musicians, such as Bob Dylan. For the first 

time, 'Music, youth's major medium of communication, had the ability to carry 

information of a direct political, or philosophical nature ... ' .11 Similarly, the work of

the American beat poets and novelists did not go unnoticed by the prominent figures 

who emerged from the fusion of anti-bomb protest and beat culture in Britain. The 

rudimentary literary and artistic efforts that they would produce in the late 1950s and 

early 1960s could be described as precursors to the underground papers of the late 

1960s and early 1970s. It could therefore be argued that the underground of the 

1960s, and its press, evolved from the peace movement and the beatnik culture of the 

late 1950s. 

International Times (11), generally regarded as Britain's first truly 

underground newspaper in the 1960s certainly had more than just tenuous links with 

the peace movement. Several of its key founders had, in one way or another, been 

involved with anti-bomb activities, and were interested in beat culture. It could also 

be argued that !T's roots were ostensibly provincial in origin. For example, Barry 

Miles, or plain Miles as he would be more commonly known, was from Cheltenham; 

Jim Haynes was an American, who had settled in Edinburgh before finding his way 

- ---· -- ·-----
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to London; Michael Horovitz, a poet from Oxford; and Jeff Nuttall, originally from 

the North, would all be influential in the establishment of the underground press. 

Glasgow born Tom McGrath became /T's first editor after being called from a rural 

retreat in Wales. He was a former features editor of Peace News, but this was not 

!T's only link with the peace movement. Barry Miles, a sixteen year old student at

his local art college in Cheltenham became interested in the CND movement, and 

became actively involved in the Aldermaston march in 1959, which was also the 

domain of thousands of young beatniks by this time. The compatibility between 

anti-bomb protest and the beatnik culture of poetry, art and so on is evident. Nigel 

Fountain argues that '[Miles] had interests which moved rapidly across from art into 

poetry. CND provided the trigger, setting up a network of connections across the 

country' . 12 Miles would come into contact with a leading beat poet Michael Horovitz

at an Oxford commune. It was only a matter of time before his growing interest in 

the pioneering poetry by the likes of Gregory Corso led him to discover the world of 

contemporary American beat poets after seeing the address of Lawrence 

Ferlinghetti's City Lights Bookshop on one ofCorso's poems. Miles was 

transformed by this alternative poetry and began to produce his own poetry 

magazine, like many similar minded youngsters around the country. The crop of 

self-produced magazines was different from the semi-official literary magazines that 

were published throughout the 1950s. For a start they were outside the established 

literary circle in terms of either recognition or place of publication. According to 

Robert Hewison, 'Few were published in London or took much notice of it, they 

were often hand produced on duplicating machines; their life was ephemeral and 

their readership sometimes little larger than the circle of contributors and their 

friends' . 13 The provinces were, therefore, also instrumental in producing this rash of 
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independent literary magazines at the end of the 1950s, and furthermore they could 

be regarded as antecedents of what became later known as the underground press. 

For example, in 1959 Miles' mentor Michael Horovitz established New Departures 

from an Oxford commune; Migrant was launched by Gael Turnbull and Michael 

Shayer in Worcester; and Miles himself published Tree whilst at Cheltenham Art 

College. Along with other magazines like Poetmeat (Blackbum), Underdog 

(Liverpool), and Sidewalk (Edinburgh), they became popular in 'coffee-bar 

bohemias' that cultivated the likes of the Liverpool poets and pop groups, 14 or among 

'young, frustrated, and disillusioned CND veterans who could be found in such 

hangouts as the Peace Cafe in the Fulham Road' . 15 

These new literary magazines drew inspiration from the American beat 

movement. Jazz music and poetry became essential mediums for the beat movement 

and in turn the nascent underground, and as Hewison observes, 

Jazz and poetry became a regular feature of an 
underground network; these anarchic but essentially 
celebratory affairs were important forerunners of the 
conferences, teach-ins, and demonstrations of the 
later sixties. 16 

The self-produced magazines would continue to flourish in the early 1960s, some 

being more influential than others, for example JeffNuttall's My Own Magazine: A 

Super Absorbent Periodical. Nuttall would become an important contributor to IT, 

but would later return to the North to contribute to the short-lived Yorkshire 

underground newspaper Styng. Prior to his involvement with the underground press 

he too was part of the alternative artistic and literary network which was gradually 

pulling together to become part of the underground culture. Nelson highlights the 

lineage of the underground from the peace and beatnik movements by using Nuttall 

as an example. She says, '[his] involvement in the counter-culture illustrates the 
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continuity from earlier social / political movements, Nuttall being a veteran of CND 

marches as well as being involved in early anti-war activities'.17 Similarly, Miles 

continued to produce several more magazines throughout the early 1960s, most 

notably Long Hair Times, and would also end up in London by the mid-l 960s. Miles 

also founded his own publication company - Love books, 'a milder predecessor of the 

company that would run IT: Knullar' . 18 Miles had also made connections with the 

American underground newspaper East Village Other (EVO) and was made their 

London correspondent prior to establishing IT. Miles began to bring American 

underground newspapers such as Village Voice, Los Angeles Free Press, and EVO to 

the Indica bookshop that he ran. The bookshop helped to provide further 

connections that would be useful in establishing IT In the meantime, Miles would 

continue to produce Long Hair Times with John Hopkins, later to become !T's first 

production manager. However, it was ostensibly a magazine rather than a newspaper 

and Miles' desire to establish a 'real' newspaper increased throughout 1966. After 

all he had established plenty of contacts through his bookshop and publication 

company, and as Fountain argues, 'A paper seemed the logical progression, a paper 

for the 6,000 at the Albert Hall'. 19 That is the Albert Hall Poetry Reading, or 'The 

Wholly Communion' of June 11 1966. According to Green this date was pivotal in 

the development of the nascent underground which used this event to 'stand up and 

be counted' .20 The event was instrumental in, 

... symbolically linking the artistic avant-garde, such 
as Alex Trocchi and JeffNuttall, with the beat poets, 
led by Michael Horovitz, who were linked in the 
magazine New Departures ... and the 'little magazine' 
and bookshop world of such as Miles and Jim Haynes ... 
[Furthermore] it brought together several thousand 
people who, for want of any more subtle emotion, were 
just delighted to find that they were not alone.21 
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This coming together of like minded individuals, such as Miles and Jeff Nuttall, was 

therefore all important in the synthesis of what would develop into the British 

counterculture, and in no small measure towards the establishment of the British 

underground press in 1966. 

Pursuing his goal of establishing a 'proper' newspaper, ' ... a paper for the 

people living in cheap rooms in Notting Hill Gate, Covent Garden, Ladbroke Grove, 

Chalk Farm, the Gate, the Garden, the Grove, the Farm' ,22 Miles prudently invited 

Jim Haynes, founder of Britain's first ever paperback bookshop, and owner of the 

alternative Traverse Theatre Club in Edinburgh, and Jack Henry Moore onto the 

Lovebooks board. Haynes in particular had the business acumen and even more 

contacts important in establishing a newspaper with alternative cultural leanings. 

After deciding on a small editorial board of just Jack Henry Moore, Jim 

Haynes, Miles, and John Hopkins, none of whom wanted to be main editor, Tom 

McGrath with his experience as features editor at Peace News was drafted in as 

editor. However, they needed to find a willing printer and the only seven offset-litho 

photo printers in the country were approached but refused to print IT. The innovative 

use of offset print that the underground press, particularly Oz, would later become 

renowned for did not appear until issue 8 of IT, the first seven relied on the old, hot 

metal method.23 Eventually the first issue of /Twas published on October 14 1966, 

and was accompanied shortly after by a launch party at the Roundhouse in Chalk 

Farm (figure 1). This would be the first of !T's many forays into staging fund-raising 

events in order to finance itself. As Rycroft says, 

IT, more than any other paper, was involved in a series 
of ventures in London's underground economy. These 
included part ownership of the underground press 
distribution service in the city ... and an underground 
rock club (UFO) ... on Tottenham Court Road.24 
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It would not be long after the birth of IT that arguably the most famous underground 

magazine, Oz would appear. These would be followed by many other underground 

publications in both the capital and the provinces. Some were short-lived, others 

lasted longer, but none were as enduring as /Tor Oz. The underground press 

explosion had begun, and for a few years would flourish and serve the counterculture 

before finally fading away in the early 1970s. 

It is worth mentioning that around the same time that the British underground 

was emerging, a phenomenon largely publicised by the Daily Telegraph weekend 

magazine, and perpetuated by the mainstream media also came to prominence -

'Swinging London'. The Telegraph article largely focussed 'on a small, if highly 

visible section of (the) young: the rich, the successful, and the well connected' .25 

Nearly a year later, Time magazine hyped the 'Swinging London' image even 

further. It goes without saying that the picture projected by Time gave rise to one of 

the most enduring images, even if an overexposed cliche, of 1960s Britain. Rycroft 

argues that Swinging London was representative of a new, 

... geographical shift in the centres of moral and political 
power. Old Tory-Liberal Establishment figures who ran 
the Empire from ... Pall Mall, ... and the influence of the 
City, Oxbridge, and Church had been surpassed by a 
"surprising new leadership community" ... The locus of 
power was further west in Mayfair.26 

Time said it was made up of 'economists, professors, actors, photographers, singers, 

admen, T.V. executives and writers' .27 Rycroft argues that this new elite reflected 

the changes in post-war British society. He says 'Many of them were identified as 

coming from provincial towns and industrial cities like Manchester and Birmingham, 

sporting their distinct regional accents like badges' .28 It is here that parallels between 

the new 'swinging' elite and their underground counterparts can be drawn. The 

development of the counterculture and the underground was heavily influenced by 
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people from the provinces and even foreigners - particularly Americans and 

Australians. Some degree of interaction between the new cultural and political 

aristocracy of Swinging London and the nascent underground movement was 

inevitable, particularly in the London club scene. However, the underground was 

largely autonomous of the Swinging London phenomenon and to quote Nelson, 'the 

swinging London scene soon became outmoded, and by 1967 was patently a thing of 

the past' .29 Nevertheless, it is the 'swinging image' that seems to have become 

inextricably associated with 1960s Britain. 

Ifit appeared for a while that London's importance as the centre of activity, 

be it cultural or social, had slipped somewhat, it could be argued that the earlier 

influence of the provinces which shaped these new cultural, political, and 

expressions had declined by the mid-1960s. London had begun to absorb these 

provincial neophytes with their new cultural mores, and reaffrrmed itself as the

metropolis of Britain. The underground was no exception, and the relative ease with 

which the likes of Miles and so on had in adapting to London testifies to this. 

Therefore, it could be argued that their provincial roots were abandoned as they 

assimilated into London life and the underground community developed. The 

underground scene increasingly became more London orientated as the underground 

press became more concerned with metropolitan and global issues, or as Fountain 

said one of ]T's key aims was 'challenging the dullness of London' .30 This would 

largely be to the neglect of the provinces. 

In concluding this chapter, it can be said that the youth explosion of the 1950s 

and early sixties, either Teddy Boys, Mods, Rockers, or CND, signified 'the arrival 

of youth as a distinct, identifiable and self-assertive category in English society' .31 

To further quote Nelson, 



... each of these groupings, through their actions, gestures or 
belief systems, made clear their dissatisfaction with their own 
society, but declined (with the exception, in a limited way, of 
the anti-nuclear protesters) to consider ways of changing society, 
or to envisage an alternative society.32 
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However, the emergent underground had different aspirations that pertained to both 

the ideas of cultural and social change. It has also become clear how the shift from 

1950s anti-bomb protest and small literary magazines to sixties underground press 

was an obvious progression for the likes of Miles, JeffNuttall and so on. They 

would tum their literary attentions to a whole range of issues be they cultural, 

political, social, or anything else for that matter. It could also be said that, although 

the underground press would largely become centred in the capital it arguably had 

roots in the provinces -the regional alternative magazines and the origins of !T's

founders bears testimony to this. 

The next chapter will look at the individual publications, which are of 

principal concern here and provide the bulk of primary source material. It will 

concentrate primarily on the London papers IT, Oz, and Friends/Frendz, and to a 

lesser degree on the provincial papers Mole Express, Grass Eye, and Styng, and how 

the London underground viewed the provinces, as portrayed in the pages of its press, 

and vice versa. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

Emergingfrom the Underground: North and South Perspectives 

Only a matter of months separated the first publications of IT and Oz in 

October 1966 and February 1967. Friends, later to become Frendz, would not arrive 

until November 1969. It would take all three publications some time to develop their 

own familiar styles. By Miles' own admission, IT was intended to be an 

'international cultural magazine, to link London to New York and Paris and 

Amsterdam and so on' . 1 Indeed, it did begin by primarily covering cultural events, 

such as alternative theatre, literature, and so on, but even as little as six months after 

its inception, a change became evident after the first of !T's frequent brushes with the 

law.2 Significantly, after the raid, 'Mick Farren, whose relationship with /Twas to 

survive the history of the underground, made his first appearance' ,3 bringing with 

him an increasingly street based culture of rock and roll, and revolution. 

By June 1968 further changes occurred, IT changed ownership. Lovebooks 

Limited, which Miles and John Hopkins had set up, was replaced by KNULLAR 

Limited. Also IT, 'partly through (Pete) Stans ill' s interest in the possibilities of an 

alternative economy, and largely through Hopkins' enthusiasm, had triggered the 

birth of BIT in late May, which aimed to be an information service for the 

"community"' .4 Greater political activism was evident both globally and in Britain 

in 1968, and as this climate became more highly charged, IT accordingly seems to 

have become more politically aware. Whilst it continued to publish a diverse range 

of articles, a more hard-line, left-wing stance became more apparent. Events such as 
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the anti-Vietnam war demonstrations in Grosvenor Square were covered by IT in 

Britain. But IT was also interested in political events elsewhere in the world, such as 

the Paris barricades, the Black Power movement in America, the riot at the 

Democratic Party's convention in Chicago, and the Soviet invasion of 

Czechoslovakia. Such events all helped IT to consolidate its claims as an 

international magazine. Farren reflects this global interest, 

I was always something of a global thinker and was far 
more interested in what might be going down in Nepal, 
Cuba, Japan, Holland, and, above all, the USA, rather 
than events in Barnsley or Burton on Trent.5 

The emphasis was undoubtedly now less on the cultural than on the political. The 

medium of rock 'n' roll and revolution were becoming far more prominent. This 

period is now generally regarded as !T's highpoint.6 During this heyday, at the 

beginning of 1969, IT proudly proclaimed on its cover that it was selling over 40,000 

copies and had a readership of around 150,000.7 The figures are probably not 

exaggerated considering IT had begun to reach the provinces. Also the increasing 

number of people who lived communal lifestyles by this time would have probably 

ensured that the pass on rate would have pushed the actual readership up 

considerably. 

Having reached its peak in 1969, more changes occurred when some of the 

staff and readers dissented against the established set up, in which, ran the argument, 

'a dictatorial, pontificating ... elite had formed ... divorced from the streets which had 

supposedly given it succour'. 8 It appears that from this internecine dispute, the old 

guard had been pushed to one side.9 Now under the auspices of Mick Farren, !T's

increasingly revolutionary blend of sex, drugs, rock 'n' roll, politics, and anything 

else for that matter, was confirmed and would, more or less, characterise it until its 

demise. Sometime after the dispute the process of transferring the paper into the 



hands of the staff was also 'finally completed' . 10 Although maintaining a global 

outlook, IT had changed from a predominantly cultural organ to one which took on 

all aspects of the counterculture. /Twould arguably remain the underground's 

tabloid whilst Oz would be its colour supplement. 11 
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The London Oz was first published in February 1967 by Richard Neville, an 

Australian, who had already had some success with an Australian version of Oz prior 

to his arrival in Britain. Perhaps influenced more by the 'Swinging London' scene 

than IT, Oz would eventually reflect the gaiety of Swinging London and psychedelia 

more than the other underground papers. Rycroft argues that 'If any faction of the 

underground could trace its lineage to Swinging London, it would be the Ozniks' . 12 

It would take Oz, like the other London underground papers, a few issues to find its 

true direction and recognisable style. It initially started out using the satirical styles 

of Private Eye and New Statesman, but to little critical acclaim. The Day-Glo and 

psychedelic artwork, and innovative typesetting that Oz would become renowned for 

were yet to make an appearance. To quote Richard Neville; 

The early Oz's were an uncomfortable hybrid of satire, 
Sunday journalism and pirated Underground titbits. The 
artwork of Martin Sharp and the excellence of some early 
contributors saved the magazine from total calamity. 13 

By Neville's own admission, Oz did not start out as an underground magazine, or at 

least it did not regard itself as one until issue six. 14 It finally went underground with 

the help of John Wilcock of American underground paper EVO and founder of the 

Underground Press Syndicate (UPS), who guest edited issue six. 15 

Out of all the famous underground publications Oz was the least serious and 

continued to mock just about anyone and everything, including the counterculture. 

For example, David Widgery derided the self-importance of 'Hippies in England' by 

saying that they 'represent about as powerful a challenge to the power structure of 
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the state as the people who put foreign coins in their gas meters.' 16 No one was 

beneath being lampooned from Harold Wilson portrayed as 'Toad of Whitehall', to 

other political icons such as Golda Meir, Ghandi, Kennedy, and Ho Chi Minh who 

were portrayed in a mock 'Wanted' file for various crimes against humanity. 17 

However, despite its often irreverent nature and emphasis on fun, Oz could also 

produce theoretically eloquent, political pieces, for example Paris 1968 was covered 

as comprehensively as in IT, as was the Chicago Eight conspiracy trial. 

Nevertheless, by early 1968 Oz had developed its own unmistakable style, which was 

largely visual and undoubtedly influenced by LSD, whilst its content was thematic. 

Many editions would deal with a specific theme; some examples being a Flying 

Saucer Oz, a Female Energy Oz (edited by Germaine Greer), a Crime And 

Conspiracy Oz, a Schoolkids Oz, 18 and a Travel Oz (figures 2 & 3). The issue of 

travel was a way in which Oz covered various global issues. Travel, was seemingly 

covered more than in any other underground publication, again placing emphasis on 

the 'play' aspect associated with Oz. Oz was perhaps the most adventurous 

publication both graphically and joumalistically, and its reportedly greater 

circulation than IT or Friends/Frendz was probably because of the wider range of 

readers it attracted, from school children to academics and intellectuals. The Oz

editorial team estimated at the height of its popularity - or should that be notoriety -

that 0� reached up to one million British readers. 19 Finally, it could be argued that 

whilst IT appeared to take itself relatively seriously and became indignant about 

police and press harassment, 'Oz ridiculed and exploited the enemy'20
, thus further 

emphasising the 'play' element that characterised Oz and was espoused in Richard 

Neville's Playpower. 
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Friends, or Frendz as it would change its name to with issue 29 in May 1971, 

evolved from the English equivalent of Rolling Stone magazine which was promoted 

by the San Francisco parent magazine, as well as Mick Jagger. Not surprisingly in 

this earlier guise, music was the magazines top priority, but as Jagger's interest 

waned and the American backers pulled out, the abandoned staff, under the tutelage 

of Alan Marcuson- a university dropout from South Africa- established Friends. A 

new direction became apparent, and Marcuson says of the transition, 

I wanted to do a magazine that was articulate, politically 
aware, more so than either IT or Oz ... I thought you could 
take an underground magazine and make it acceptable to a 
wider audience.21 

This is perhaps why Friends is sometimes considered to be the paper that was most 

likely to bridge the gap between underground and overground.22 However, 

resembling a combination of both IT and Oz, it also followed a similar pattern until it 

became more heavily politicized and particularly involved with the situation in 

Northern Ireland (figure 4). Nevertheless, relocating to Portobello road in early 1970 

seems to have consolidated Friends' position as one of the top underground 

publications in the country, as it was now at the heart of the British underground 

scene. But the relative financial security that both Oz and IT enjoyed by the early 

1970s was to elude Friends I Frendz, and the inherent contradiction between those 

trying to make some sort of professional success out of the paper and those 

advocating revolutionary overthrow of the establishment would eventually spell the 

end for Frendz in 1972. Despite allusions to being the link between underground and 

overground - where one might imagine a wider audience would be captured -

Friends I Frendz never did quite enjoy the same popularity afforded to IT and Oz. 

It has become apparent that all three of the London underground publications 

in question, particularly IT and Oz, viewed themselves as international organs rather 
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than being concerned solely with British issues. Even at a national level all three 

were more likely to cover events and issues that revolved around the capital. This is 

not to say that the provinces were entirely excluded, and IT especially appears to 

have devoted some coverage to the provinces, though this was not always 

complimentary. Despite its ever present claims to be an international publication -

which it undoubtedly also was - '!Twas of the three publications the most 

distinctively "English" in interests and character' .23 This helps explain why IT did 

concern itself more with life In the provinces. Nevertheless, the earlier !Ts were 

more preoccupied with 'happenings' in London. After all it was not until mid-1967 

that IT began to sell copies in northern cities. Even them the more traditional Old 

Left papers which dominated the northern market would outsell IT 
24 It is hardly 

surprising then that IT would concentrate its efforts on the capital for its first 

eighteen months or so. 

In !T's event listings, 'What's Happening?', the initial contrast between how 

the city and the provinces were viewed becomes evident. Listings for the provinces 

were patronisingly headed 'In the Sticks' or 'Pastoral Scenes', whilst London came 

under the somewhat more interestingly titled '25 Hour City'. However, despite this 

somewhat condescending differentiation between capital and provinces, by 1968 

there was a marked increase in coverage of provincial regions. This may have been 

in part due to !T's improved distribution network which enabled it to reach the 

provinces on a larger scale than before. Greater access to information about the 

London underground scene appears to have influenced some provincial underground 

adherents to chance their hand in the capital. For example, Fountain describes how 

IT spurred Mark Williams of the Birmingham Arts Lab -which had been inspired by 

IT co-founder Jim Haynes' original Covent Garden Arts Lab25 
- to become involved 

• • 
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in the London scene. Similarly Ed Barker, having been ostracised by the Midland's 

Art Centre for his supposed underground lifestyle also found refuge in London at 

IT. 27 They became music editor and longstanding house cartoonist respectively. The 

aforementioned Covent Garden Arts Lab influenced many regional imitators, and IT, 

naturally enough, provided these provincial Arts Labs with a platform to report on 

their own activities and to publicise newly formed ones.28 By the end of 1969, the 

original London Arts lab was in financial ruin, but publicity for provincial ones 

continued unabated. 

IT would also cover other provincial aspects throughout its run. For example, 

it highlighted the cut-throat nature of the London music business, and the struggle 

many provincial bands had in making it without moving to London.29 It also looked 

at the development of a counter-cultural community in St. Ives, and the problems it 

encountered from narrow-minded locals.30 In another report, on the Black Country

somewhat critical at times - the reporter exhorted those in the provinces that if they 

could not form their own means of communication, to; 

... GIVE US THE INFORMATION, THE NEWS, THE 
CRITICISMS, THE THEORIES ... AND WE, AS WELL 
AS WE ARE ABLE WILL PRINT THEM.31 

Indeed, for a while a trickle ofreports on regional scenes in places such as Worthing, 

Brighton, Plymouth,Portsmouth, and Rochdale occurred, whilst Manchester's Grass 

Eye frequently sent reports down. Coverage of such areas was not always 

complimentary and both London and provincial writers were only too aware of the 

apathy and antipathy that sometimes existed in the provinces.32 IT could certainly be 

disdainful towards what were probably regarded as old backward ways associated 

with stagnant backwaters of conservatism. However, IT also showed respect to those 

from regional undergrounds who appeared to be attempting to break down the 



rigidity of the provinces. If It appears to be ambiguous in its approach to the 

provinces, it must be said that it at least it covered them more consistently than Oz. 

29 

Oz might arguably be regarded as the London underground publication, as 

some of its obvious influences came from the more colourful and hedonistic aspects 

of the Swinging London scene. It rarely covered provincial issues, and when it did 

the articles were usually disparaging. In Oz 25, Danne Hughes reported on a visit to 

Scunthorpe and predictably portrayed the town as 'small town England'. From its 

opening description of the town -

The Scunthorpe Hustle. We roamed a little. The set was 
international English-speaking, shopping suburbia. Pinball 
palace, Co-Ops, congregational church, ... non-residential 
B · · b 33 ntannrn pu ... 

- the article is condescending from beginning to end, through its description of

ignorance and racism, to the boredom and mundanity of life in the town. The article 

only served to highlight the apparent gulf between a small northern town and 

swinging London. However, within two years Oz, admittedly, published a more 

sensitive article on Glasgow, and in particular the Upper Clyde Shipbuilders crisis. It 

appeared sympathetic to the hardship and poverty that many Glaswegians endured, 

and admired the dignity of Glaswegian working-people in such difficult 

circumstances. The article perhaps reflected the increasingly revolutionary hard-line 

prevalent among the underground - including Oz - in the wake of the Angry Brigade 

bombings, and, perhaps, predictably deduced that 'Every problem that Glasgow has 

is symptomatic of cancer - the cancer of capitalism ... ' .34 By this time, Oz was in a 

state of post-obscenity trial exhaustion and had changed editors. This change in 

editorship partly explains more sympathetic coverage of provincial issues. However, 



even then it was usually left to underground writers from the provinces, such as 

Roger Hutchinson. 
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In its earlier incarnation Friends appeared to be more reticent on the subject 

of particular provincial regions but it ran an article entitled 'Power to the Provinces' 

which surprisingly supported Liberal party proposals to decentralise government by 

establishing twelve semi-autonomous regions. It concluded by saying; 'It could be a 

very effective way to control land use and exploitation. "Strengthening regional 

pride" they call it. Another way of saying "Power to the provinces". Fuck 

Whitehall' .35 In its later editions, when it became Frendz, it did cover provincial 

towns more than before, and continued to run a sporadic column called 'Provincial 

Poontangs' that provided news and addresses of regional underground publications. 

Frendz also published a survey result of underground publications in Britain in 1972 

(figure 5). But on the whole, apart from a keen interest in the Northern Ireland 

conflict, which was more of a political issue anyway, Friends I Frendz was more 

concerned with wider counter-cultural interests in the capital and abroad. 

Apart from the obvious news, reviews, and coverage of events in and around 

the capital, the London underground press occasionally printed articles glorifying 

certain areas of the city. Notting Hill - which was regarded as the heart of 

underground activity in London, and possibly the role model for the rest of Britain's 

underground communities-was celebrated in particular. The history of Notting Hill 

and its increasing underground community is covered with an accompanying map in 

IT 30,36 (figure 6) and in one of the last editions of Oz, the decline of that same 

community is lamented by Dick Pountain who bemoans the liberal 'gentrification' of 

the area, which forced rents up and the bohemians out.37 Ultimately though, it could 

be argued that as most of Britain's major underground publications were produced in 



London it is hardly surprising that the metropolis was of greater concern to them. 

Perhaps after taking their example from the likes of the underground press, the 

concentration on London issues inspired the likes of Roger Hutchinson and Chris 

Dixon to produce underground newspapers for their own areas. 
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Styng was a Barnsley based underground newspaper founded by Roger 

Hutchinson. Unlike many other regional underground papers Styng was fortunate in 

that it initially had a willing printer, and was able to capitalise on the Leeds -

Sheffield college belt as a ready market. Whilst issues such as the ubiquitous Oz 

trial, and guerrilla struggles in Vietnam and Mozambique were dealt with at national 

and international levels, local issues also covered a wide spectrum. For example, the 

decline of Barnsley Market, bedsit accommodation in Sheffield, and theatre in the 

West Riding, to cases of municipal corruption and police brutality.38 The authorities, 

looking for an excuse to close such a provocative organ down resorted to the charge 

that the London underground papers had frequently fallen foul of - the Obscene 

Publications Act. Hutchinson wrote of the authorities' 'heavy handed measures' in 

the suppression of Styng in Oz 3 7. He said, 

Yorkshire ... is unused to a full-time underground of its 
very own. Oz, IT, and Frendz are easily dismissed along 
with other mucky books from London. It is the concept 
of a revolutionary growth within the county that chills ... 
more than Styng's spontaneous use of 'fuck' and 'cunt' .39 

Although the charges never reached court and publicity had boosted sales to around 

7-8,000, with an estimated readership of 35,000,40 distribution problems, which were

more difficult for provincial underground papers than the London publications 

contributed to Styng's eventual decline in November 1971. Hutchinson later says of 

the distribution problems faced by the provincial underground papers, 



Only in London, where the record company advertising 
executives lived, where Moore-Harness operated a non
judgmental distribution company ... did the underground 
press find some longevity.41 

The problem of living on wages out of a venture whose outgoings were barely 

covered by advertising revenue also contributed to Styng's demise.42 
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Prior to the demise of Styng, Hutchinson had made valuable contacts with 

people involved in the London underground press. This established a lifeline for 

Hutchinson, who would accept an invitation to assist in the running of Oz towards its 

end. Hutchinson did not entirely turn his back on the provinces when he joined the 

London underground press. He still found time to champion the provincial 

underground press, which he argued had been given, 

new and vital definition ... which works from a recognition 
of local identity and an acceptance of provincial function ... 
(from) these nebulous reactions ... lie an essential basis for 
media guerrilla warfare.43 

Contributing to this wider 'basis for media guerrilla warfare', across the Pennines in 

Manchester were the underground papers Grass Eye and Moul (later Mole) Express. 

But, as was so often the case in many other underground papers in the provinces or 

London, factionalism hindered their progress. 

A mixture of people with 'radical cultural' and' radical political' leanings 

would ensure that factionalism would be ever present within the Manchester 

underground scene of the late 1960s and early 1970s. Chris Dixon, Grass Eye 

founder, says of the factionalism, 

Dave (Clark) brought the political analysis. I was quite 
apolitical apart from an antipathy towards the police ... 
From the day he joined there was a non-stop fight between 
the hedonists and entertainers on one side and the very hard 
newsmen on the other.44 



After factionalism had effectively split Grass Eye by the end of 1969, a new 

incarnation emerged out of its ashes along with a new underground paper called 

Moul Express. Both the revamped Grass Eye and Moul Express were launched in 

May 1970. According to Dickinson the differences between the personalities that 

produced the papers were probably greater than those between the publications 

themselves.45 But, as Mike Don of Moul Express emphasises, whilst Moul Express 

continued in the old style Grass Eye vein of left-wing politicizing; 

Dave Clark's attitude had changed dramatically, and the 
new look Grass Eye had multicoloured pages, loads of 
articles on sex and dope and rock and roll, and very little 
politics whatsoever. So it had more or less upstaged us, 
in a complete change of style for them.46 
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After initially outflanking Moul Express in terms of popularity and sales, Grass Eye 

foundered in September 1970. However, another Grass Eye news column was 

submitted to !Tin October 1970,47 and even as late as August 1971, ex-Grass Eye 

staff continued to write to IT publicising events intending to help pay off Grass Eye's 

debts.48 Mole Express, to its credit, after selling only 200 copies each of its first five 

issues as compared to Grass Eye's peak of 5,000 by late summer 1970, continued to 

publish and maintained an overtly left-wing stance. However, its first issue appeared 

to target a diverse an audience as one might imagine, ranging from 'acid freaks', 

through 'skinheads', to 'vegetarians' .49 On the whole, as Dickinson says Mole 

Express reflected 'a tougher much more political face of the underground than Grass 

Eye' .5° Certainly, as time went on Mole Express would increasingly become 

involved with extremely radical activities, and certain people later implicated in the 

Angry Brigade conspiracy would produce two issues almost in entirety.51 

This increasing shift towards revolutionary politics in the Manchester 

underground press at the expense of more cultural and hedonistic issues also 
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indicated a move to more localised community based issues, which in turn heralded a 

rash of new community papers. Although Mole Express continued to struggle on to 

1973, sales had dropped to 1,500 a month by 1972, whilst 'on Merseyside the 

Liverpool Free Press was selling 6,000 copies a month. Community papers and the 

"politics you do yourself' had a future'. 52 The internecine squabbles, printing 

difficulties, financial troubles, and a self-confessed lack of organisation had all 

conspired to damage the long term success of two of Manchester's more famous 

underground publications. 

On the whole there appeared to be a belief by those in the provinces in the 

importance of the role that provincial underground papers had in contributing to a 

wider national network of underground information that could act as an alternative to 

the mainstream press. Also, there does not necessarily appear to be any constant 

animosity towards the capital or the underground scene in London, and although the 

London underground publications would ultimately remain more preoccupied with 

the capital and international affairs this did not make the London press any less 

relevant to the provinces. Farren recalls, 'In Penzance they also wanted to read about 

the MC5, the Paris Situationists .. .In many respects, IT, Oz, etc. were a definite 

cultural lifeline.'53 Some provincial writers sometimes did use the pages of the 

London papers to show what was going on in their own areas, and criticism of the 

London underground press also sometimes become apparent. The naivety of London 

writers is highlighted by Hutchinson in an article on the Yorkshire underground press 

and radicalism. He said, 



Richard Neville once quaintly justified his broader social 
conscience ... by claiming he'd just spent the afternoon with 
ITworking on ways to improve the lot of Nottingham mill 
girls ... but you have to agree rapping with the editors of IT 

is hardly the best way of gauging the essence of existence of 
a 15 year old Midlands mill girl, let alone relating to her. The 
alienation shows in IT, as it has too frequently shown in Oz. 54 
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However, Hutchinson was also aware of provincial shortcomings; 'From the staunch 

Methodism of the Pennines to those grim remnants of the work ethic hanging darkly 

over the industrial midlands, the sticks undoubtedly reek of righteous 

conservatism ... ' .55 In reality, the likes of Hutchinson were few, and Farren suggests 

that it is unfair to place all the blame on the London underground for its sometimes 

scant coverage of the provinces. He says, 'Any self appointed correspondent could 

pretty much get his or her stuff into print, but, in fact not many actually appointed 

themselves. Mainly they complained that we didn't do it' .56 

Irrespective of the neglect or lack of understanding sometimes shown by the 

London underground press towards the provinces, the London press still had an 

agenda which was inescapably concerned with aspects of provincialism, and ruralism 

to some extent. These concerns were usually related to the subject of alternative 

lifestyles within the wider counterculture, in particular the issues of pop festivals and 

communal living. In addition to an interest in alternative living outside the city, the 

London underground press was also concerned with aspects of urban life. The 

provincial papers also concerned themselves with issues related to their own 

communities. It is toward these issues that the next chapter will turn. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Lifestyles: In the City or in the Sticks? 
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The underground press was undoubtedly one of the major mediums through 

which an alternative society and alternative lifestyles were promulgated: the 

commonest forms being communes - either rural or urban; squatting - predominantly 

urban; and pop festivals - either free or commercial. This chapter will endeavour to 

show how the underground press portrayed and promoted these lifestyles, in tum 

highlighting how various factions within the underground used these physical spaces 

to suit their own ideologies and beliefs. 

The idea of communal living as a utopian alternative lifestyle was certainly 

not a new concept when the counterculture of the 1960s adopted the practice of 

communal living. 1 Earlier examples were Gerrard Winstanley's Diggers of the 

seventeenth century, Coleridge and Southey's dreams of an American commune in 

the eighteenth century, and Robert Owen's cooperative villages and communities, 

such as New Lanark in the nineteenth century to name a few. However, Leech 

argues that even before hippy culture emerged the idea of the commune had already 

been promoted in Britain in the 1960s.2 Before counter-cultural attempts at 

communal living John Ledger's vegetarian society Ahimsa3, and its accompanying 

journal Ahimsa Progress provided the foundation for a breakaway group from 

Ahimsa led by Tony Kelly called Ahimsa Communities who founded the Selene 

Community in North Wales. It is sometimes regarded as the first commune of what 

would eventually become the official Commune Movement.4 Whilst Ahimsa 

Communities began to develop, various factions within the underground also began 

- - . 
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to experiment. For example, the more hippy orientated English Diggers, under the 

auspices of Sid Rawle, advocated an eventual retreat into the countryside from 

established urban communes in London. On the other hand, the London Street 

Commune combined the more confrontational tactics of squatting with communal 

living in an urban setting and appealed more to the revolutionary 'freaks' 5 of the 

underground scene. The Commune Movement, as exemplified by the likes of Tony 

Kelly's Selene community and its own Communes magazine was arguably more 

representative of an official commune movement. Despite some similarities with the 

underground it was also somewhat aloof from it. Although there was some cross

fertilisation with the counterculture, the Commune Movement's endeavours were not 

apparently covered in the pages of the London underground press to the same extent 

as the Diggers or the London Street Commune, not to mention the efforts of an 

increasing number of smaller groups. 

At around the same time as each other both IT and Oz ran articles about the 

English Diggers who were influenced by the first modem Diggers formed in San 

Francisco in 1966, who in tum took their cue from Gerrard Winstanley' s seventeenth 

century Diggers. Oz initially highlighted the latter day Diggers, and in doing so gave 

a glimpse of the direction which the alternative society might take.6 Soon after, IT

carried its own coverage of the Diggers, and it became apparent that out of their 

contemporary urban roots the Diggers planned to colonise the countryside by 

establishing self-sufficient rural communities. An article by a Digger called 

Charlotte urged that, 

. 



... people must become self-sufficient. If we live off the 
remains of the affluent society we are simply parasites, 
we must grow our own food, make our own clothes, and 
gradually evolve a new society. I am not citing anything 
new or revolutionary. These are the facts. There is much 
common ground over the British Isles, which could be 
cultivated and communes built up.7 
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Whilst extolling the virtues of going back to the land and living in smaller 

communities where each person could feel they were an integral part of that unit the 

Diggers also realised the importance of maintaining links with London. 

London, particularly the Notting Hill area, was subject to a large influx of 

hippies and freaks. The Diggers envisioned providing accommodation in the form of 

'drop out pads for the large numbers of people hitting the capital looking for the 

mythical beautiful dream-boat. There should be places where people can literally 

hibernate for a while and sort out what they really want'. 8 There was to be a 

transitional second stage, where houses would be provided so people could prove 

their commitment before moving to the rural commune by living constructively and 

learning practices useful for the commune. 'Moving to the country, buying a farm 

and land, cultivating common ground and starting a fairly advanced alternative 

commune' was the ultimate goal.9 A month later Sid Rawle re-emphasised that 'the 

(Diggers') main aim is an urban community out of which will develop a rural 

community at a later date'.' He also said 'We have 200 active members, a mailing list 

of over 1,000 and strong ties with the Christian and anarchist groups' .10 Although 

the long-term success of such endeavours was not always reported, Sid Rawle did 

establish a tepee village in Wales in the 1970s, and also helped organise Windsor 

Free Festival and the annual Peoples' Free Festival at Stonehenge until it was 

outlawed in 1984. 



In hindsight, some of the Diggers' aims might seem fantastically optimistic 

and somewhat naYve, and as Nelson points out, 

The means of production in the Digger Love Communes 
would be automated; scientific and technological research 
would be conducted in order to 'easily flood the market 
with cut-price and free goods'; the profit-oriented 'hassles' 
experienced by the capitalist world would be avoided.11 
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Such rhetoric was a part of the ethos of the times and was to a great extent ubiquitous 

throughout the underground. Although the spirit of the age dictated that people 

should be able to do their own thing, be it on a rural commune or an urban squat, it 

might be argued that despite all the talk about escaping the city and getting back to 

the land the underground was essentially more suited to the urban fabric of London. 

Rycroft argues that it was only the urban environment that was able to support the 

underground. 12 Maintaining the networks of newspapers, meeting places, and 

information centres vital in enabling the interchange of ideas so important to the 

underground would have been difficult both practically and economically if the 

underground existed solely as a number of isolated rural communities. 13 To highlight 

this reliance on London the example of the Commune magazine of Tony Kelly's 

North Wales Selene community can be used. Commune, although not strictly 

underground, was concerned solely with rural issues and communes but it was still 

produced in London. The Commune Movement even held its main meeting in the 

East End in 1968. 14 However, the admirable, if somewhat naYve, idealism of 

escaping back to the land was not espoused by all underground devotees, and some 

advocates of communal living emphasised the importance of living in the city. 

Gram, for instance, argued that, 



Lots of groovy people are digging a rural scene and 
rushing off to plough the soil and eat the fruits thereof. 
I think this is cool. That is if you want to do it you 
should do it ... But I play a different life -save the world 
before it's too late -we need the cities. We don't dig 
Notting Hill because it's crowded, expensive for rent, hot 
for fuzz, or the carbon monoxide in the air poisoning us. 
We dig it because our people are here - we stop being 
alone, persecuted freaks and become a tribe together.15 
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In Oz 39, Pat Meyer highlighted the benefits of urban communal living over rural 

communes by pointing out how so many rural communes seemed to fail as an 

alternative living arrangement because of lack of commitment and isolation. The 

natural setting for communes was cited as being urban, 'It is here that the largest 

number of people live, and the widest range of human development occurs. It is in 

an urban setting that a pattern of communal living can develop which is based on 

toleration for this wide range of life experience' . 16 The idea that the underground 

was better suited to the urban setting is given extra credence by the preoccupation of 

underground newspapers with urban issues such as community politics and 'the 

street'. This is particularly true of IT and Friends I Frendz, and to an extent the 

provincial papers. 

Mole Express took a particular interest in community politics, and in the 

words of Rycroft, 'Many provincial undergrounds were much more concerned to 

involve themselves in local community based politics than exploring new and 

exclusive forms of political expression' .17 In the case of Manchester, Dickinson 

argues that elements of the underground there tended to relate closely with localised 

communities, from tenants' rights groups to squats. This was especially true after 

Mole Express and Grass Eye moved their printing operation from Liverpool to the 

community based Moss Side Press which acquired a printing press in 1970. He 

further says that, 'this shift was reflected in a move out of the city and into the old, 
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traditionally working class zones in nearby, outlying areas'. 18 This greater 

involvement in community politics became more evident in the Manchester 

underground press by 1971, and in July Mole Express was given considerable space 

in Frendz to air its views on community politics, especially in Moss Side. 19 But, 

ironically, this greater interest in general community politics by the Manchester 

underground press may have led to its own decline as its encouragement of people at 

all levels of the community to become involved inspired the development of 

community based newspapers. In this sense, community papers often involved 

people who could not identify with, or would not have been sympathetic to the 

underground. Furthermore, greater involvement of what might be called the 'welfare 

professions', such as teachers and social workers became evident.20 In the provinces 

it was becoming clear that community papers were beginning to outsell the more 

counter-culturally orientated underground papers by the end of 1972. Indeed, in 

1972 Roger Lewis regarded the provinces as the future of the British underground 

press, adding, 'the recent development of community and regional papers suggests 

that activity is increasingly taking place at a local level' .21 This was further made 

evident by the seeming popularity of Manchester's community papers of the mid and 

late 1970s that had developed out of the underground press and survived most of the 

decade intact. 22 

Although the London publications also had strong community links these 

were often in relation to underground enclaves such as Notting Hill. The idea of 'the 

street' and revolutionary community control appeared to have particular relevance 

for papers like Friends I Frendz and IT. The meaning of the term 'street' is, as Lewis 

says, difficult to define, but loosely speaking is representative of the activities and 

self-organisation take place in alternative communities all over the world.23 Such 
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organisation involved ' ... free clinics, food co-operatives, legal aid centres, free 

schools, collectives, communes, health food stores, head shops ... bad trip centres, 

tenants' organisations and so on ... ' .24 Even the majority of underground newspapers 

were distributed by street sellers rather than subscription or news stands according to 

Lewis.25 To this notion of 'the street' the idea of community control is linked. This 

increasingly developed into revolutionary community control as the underground 

became more politicized over the tum of the decade. The more radical elements of 

the underground saw the city as an urban battleground in which to forward 'the 

revolution'. Many aspiring revolutionaries realised the potential of highly 

concentrated numbers of people that existed in urban areas and sought to politicize 

young people by 'exploiting street situations, creating spectacles like demonstrations, 

or through leafleting' .26 Dick Pountain, in particular, extolled the virtues of 

revolutionary community control. 'Revolutionary community control means total 

control of all the space, facilities and services of the "community" by the working 

class and their allies ( and I mean allies, not fawning arse-lickers as some socialists 

would have us be).' This reference to 'total control' also included 'the streets, 

schools, shops, houses, entertainment ... everything' .27 In the next issue of Friends 

Pountain envisaged that in the absence of a fully developed movement of community 

control in England, or the USA and Europe, it would 'probably be at least 10 years 

before a strong aggressive movement will be capable of seizing and defending 

"liberated zones" in the major cities' .28 But as Nelson points out, the fate of rural 

areas was left unexplored by Pountain in his exposition of a predominantly urban 

based radical movement. It also failed to explain the way in which these 'liberated 

zones' would be seized.29 Pountain did, however, stress the importance of the 
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London Street Commune in radicalizing the practice of squatting - another important 

aspect of community control. 

Squatting enjoyed something of a renaissance in the late 1960s. In 1969, 

having revived the tactics used at the end of the world war two, the London Squatters 

Campaign soon attracted many people from the revolutionary libertarian left who 

regarded squatting as a convenient solution to the housing problems of the 

underground. Furthermore, squatting was seen by the anarchist left as both an attack 

on property and a means of creating an alternative society.30 Hewison also argues 

how 'the theoretical violence of the underground and the role of its press was 

translated into much more aggressive action as the libertarian call for the end of 

restraints made itself heard' .31 Squatting was at the forefront of this action, and it 

was clear that increasing numbers of anarchist squatters were coming into 

confrontation with the authorities by occupying and defending empty property, 

sometimes with weapons. In March 1969, squatters took over the Bell Hotel in 

Drury Lane renaming it Genesis Hall. It was going to be an extension of the nearby 

Arts Lab. Unsurprisingly, not least because of !T's own links to Haynes' Art Lab, 

squatting was sympathetically covered in IT as well as the other underground 

publications. Shortly before squatting became a bugbear in 1969, IT ran an article 

highlighting the plight of the homeless and exhorted people to squat empty 

properties. 32 By the time Genesis Hall was raided and the occupants evicted in 

March 1969 factional divisions had emerged within the squat - originally intended to 

be used an arts centre and hostel. IT reported that, 



... a group of people who had moved into the building 
had a different idea: they saw the place as ideal for a 
libertarian Digger commune, and suggested that the real 
need for accommodation was not for artists, writers etc., 
but for the homeless non-creative people, the social 
derelicts, drug addicts, unmarried mothers etc. They 
opposed the £1 rent charge and the security of the Hell's 
Angels.33 
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After evicting the squatters from Genesis, the Greater London Council rendered the 

place completely uninhabitable after the squatters had fixed it up. This was a mean 

act of hypocrisy that did not go unnoticed by the underground press, 'Unfortunately 

the official GLC attitude to this creative act of reconstruction was a little negative -

the men in blue looked on as GLC workmen took delight in smashing all the 

windows and tearing up the floorboards' .34 However, !T's coverage of the Drury 

Lane squat received criticism from some quarters of the underground after it had 

suggested drug smoking in squats might not be a good idea. IT commented, 'As the 

bust was directed against drugs rather than squat action itself, these cats, if guilty, 

must take most of the responsibility if the squat action collapses ... ' .35 In April 1969 

a meeting between certain luminaries from the Anglo-American undergrounds led to 

Alex Trocchi criticizing !T's coverage of the affair by questioning whether 'dope

free communes and tolerating authority (were) the right way to fight the system' .36 A 

letter to IT from John Rety of the London Federation of Anarchists also condemned 

what he saw as hypocrisy on the behalf of IT. It read, 'IT has devoted a lot of energy 

to the advocating of smoking marijuana or taking LSD. Now you are using the 

arguments of the establishment in trying to restrict the rights of the individual to do 

as he pleases' .37 Ideological differences apart on this particular issue, squatting action 

increased and gained an even higher profile throughout 1969 when two more 

notorious squats, instigated by the London Street Commune, caught the imagination 

of the media. One was in Endell Street, Covent Garden, and the other at 144 
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Piccadilly. The hostility that the latter squat aroused among the establishment is not 

surpnsmg. The occupation of a mansion on one of London's main thoroughfares by 

a collective of subcultures ranging from skinheads, hippies, freaks, and Hell's Angels 

under the spray painted slogan 'We are the writing on your walls', was suitably 

inflammatory to provoke a heavy handed police eviction. 38 Squatting had become a 

byword for degeneracy and anarchism, and was perceived as ' ... a challenge to 

society's most dearly held values. It called into question both the nuclear family and 

the work ethic' .39 Nevertheless, squatting would continue to be an issue within the 

underground press throughout its existence. For example IT printed a guide to 

squatting and the law as early as Spring 1969, and Oz was still advocating squatting 

with a 'dos and don'ts' column in 1973 for which the sub-heading read, 

ARE YOU SICK OF PAYING RENT TO SOME 
THIEVING BASTARD WHO WON'T LIFT A 
FINGER IN RETURN? MAYBE EVEN WORSE 
YOU HAVEN'T GOT A HOME AT ALL. IF SO, 
STOP LOOKING FOR A MOMENT READ THE 
DOS AND DON'T'S OF SQUATTING BELOW 
GET YOURSELF A HOME BEFORE SPRING.40 

As it was a form of alternative lifestyle, and because of its anti-capitalist and anti• 

establishment connotations it is hardly surprising that squatting was sympathetically 

covered in the underground press. But because of the siege mentality that squatting 

created, 'official' squatters would have difficulties as early as 1969 as an 

establishment backlash supported by the popular press became fully blown.41 The 

underground press countered the sensationalist reporting of the mainstream press, 

and was undoubtedly instrumental in providing a platform for advocates of 

alternative lifestyles. It also promoted revolutionary community control and the 

politics of the street, which were not necessarily confined to the urban landscape. 

.. 



Dickinson says how, 'increasingly, the counterculture took "the street" with it for 

any of its larger gatherings'. 42 These were usually pop festivals. 
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Pop festivals were usually seasonal events, which might be defined as 

celebrations of the alternative culture in which the whole spectrum of the 

underground could participate. Often set in the countryside, but not exclusively, they 

performed a number of functions for the underground. Nelson argues that, 'Festivals 

were an important means of developing and maintaining a commitment to the 

alternative lifestyle. They provided entertainment, an illusion of togetherness (even 

if not the reality), a kind ofritual where the believers could worship, fetish style 

almost, the new consciousness' .43 Rock music, either commercial or underground, 

was a highly prominent preoccupation within youth culture and was probably one of 

the main things that united the various subcultures and factions within the 

underground, as well a mainstream youth culture. Clarke argues how, 

Music was there to celebrate common areas of values: anti
authoritarianism, sexual relationships without marriage, 
drug consumption, togetherness. The pop festival became 
the venue at which these values and feelings could be 
celebrated en masse with the minimum of interference from 
straight society, without at the same time involving a total 
permanent rejection of society.44 

It was ideal for the 'weekend' hippy and the more committed freak alike, and was a 

means of creating an alternative society in microcosm, as well as an escape from the 

city - even if only temporarily. Farren sums up the escapist nature of festivals in IT

when reporting on the first ever Glastonbury Fair- 'We didn't find God, but it was 

nice to relax for a few days and forget the problems of the city' .45 The underground 

press had always been involved with musical events right from !T's early days when 

it became involved with large indoor benefits, such as The Fourteen Hour 

Technicolor Dream at Alexander Palace, and other 'happenings' at the UFO Club or 
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the Roundhouse. But as outdoor events became more common and larger, the 

capitalist entrepreneurs moved in on the festival scene making many of them large

scale commercial enterprises. By 1970, America had already witnessed Woodstock 

- the 'love' generation's supposed high point - in August 1969, and Altamont its

direct opposite in December 1969.46 Britain, meanwhile, was attempting its own 

large-scale festivals, most notably in the form of the Bath and Isle of Wight festivals. 

Although the majority of people at these events unquestioningly accepted the 

extortionate prices and poor facilities, others within the underground were beginning 

to question the motives behind certain commercial festivals. Smaller non-profit 

making festivals began to develop, sometimes as a reaction to the commercial 

festivals, or as a means of raising money for an underground paper's bust fund.47 In 

1970, !T's own Mick Farren ventured into the world of festival organisation, but his 

attempts at organising even a small-scale festival highlight how difficult such an 

exercise could be. Phun City festival (figures 7 & 8), near Worthing was originally 

intended as a benefit for IT, and part ofFarren's publicity for the event stated, 

The only British festival that isn't run by HONKIES ... 
The problem starts when the honki who is happy to take 
the freak's bread is far from happy to employ freaks. So 
the freak community fails to benefit ... Phun City is being 
run for freaks, by freaks, without too much capital. Any 
profits will go back into the underground. 48 

However, unforeseen circumstances and various legal difficulties resulted in the 

festival becoming totally free. Even all the performers who turned up agreed to 

waive their fees - except, ironically, a band called Free.49 Nowhere was festival 

news more evident than in the pages of the underground press and IT' s review of 

Phun City was predictably glowing.50 Despite such organisational hitches, Farren 

recently said , 'Phun City and Glastonbury also proved that a festival could be staged 

on an economic wing and a prayer'.51 The example of Phun City perhaps also 
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renewed faith in many people disillusioned by the increasingly commercial nature of 

festivals and inspired the development of a free festival movement. Farren himself 

believes that the early free festivals, such as Phun City and Glastonbury had a great 

influence on the development of an alternative travelling culture that revolved around 

festivals and a nomadic lifestyle, and Hewison argues that the 'free festival' 

movement was born out of Phun City, albeit accidentally.52 

The discontent with profiteering commercial festivals came to a head in 

August 1970 at the Isle of Wight festival- the most publicised of British festivals in 

the early 1970s, and reportedly attended by 200,000 people. The presence of certain 

people, such as anarchists Danny Cohn-Bendit and Jean Jacques Lebel of the French 

student movement of 1968, and home-grown activists like Mick Farren and the 

British White Panthers made it clear that the festival scene had acquired some sort of 

political significance.53 Demands for a free festival were achieved after two days 

when fences were forcibly broken down by those refused admission, supposedly 

spurred on by foreign anarchists, British revolutionaries and Hell's Angels. Prior to 

the storming of the fences, underground community bands the Pink Fairies and 

Hawkwind set up their own stage outside the confines of the main event and played 

for free to the considerable number of people refused entrance. These two bands 

would become a regular fixture on the festival scene where they would invariably 

play for free - Hawkwind are still a common sight on the alternative festival scene 

today. These spontaneous free happenings were often of greater interest to the 

underground papers than the main events. ITwrote, 'Some of the best music came 

from outside the arena: jam sessions with the Pink Fairies, Hawkwind & friends 

produced fine music, good vibes & most important of all, a sense of audience 

participation that was sadly lacking with most of the major acts' .54 In addition to 



their own coverage of the event, Friends reproduced diary accounts of the Isle of 

Wight festival, 'through the eyes ofHawkwind ... and Pink Fairies' .55 
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On the whole, the underground press was critical of the way in which the 

festival was organised, in particular the exorbitant admission fee, price of food, and 

also the heavy handed tactics of promoters Fiery Creations, who had erected huge 

fences patrolled by security guards with dogs. This proved a provocative enough 

challenge for the likes of the militant elements present (figure 9). Farren wrote of the 

hypocrisy that existed within the underground in relation to festivals, 

The Isle of White Festival to me, seemed a practical 
demonstration of the way the wealth of the underground 
is at present distributed: a V.I.P. enclosure surrounded by 
fences and protected by guards; kids walking into the 
medical tent in a state of collapse because they hadn't 
eaten for two days; illustrations of a culture which, 
although paying lip service to the concepts of love & 
equality, manifests an inequality of rank & money as 
brutal as that of Czarist Russia. 56 

Even The Times admitted that, 'money was at the bottom of the trouble' and 

sympathised with those who believed that music should be free, 'when one reads of 

the sums paid to some of the performers'.57 But as Clarke says, although the 

militants at the Isle of Wight were not entirely representative of the entire audience, 

'they did have their teeth into a growing contradiction between the commercial 

values of organizers seeking a profit and the anti-materialists, and cooperative 

philosophy which dominated the counter-culture' .58 Undoubtedly, festivals were an 

important part of the underground, and were accordingly treated as such in the 

underground press. They represented an alternative lifestyle, if only for a few days, 

and served as a practical example of how alternative communities might become a 

reality. Nelson cites a letter to IT which said, 'Rock concerts and festivals drew large 

crowds not for the music itself, but for the sake of being; the music provided the 
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excuse for getting together rather than the reason for it' .59 Festivals, therefore, 

brought all sections of the underground together and served as an escape from 

mainstream society where the values of the underground could be celebrated without 

too many restrictions . Music, although a central part of the underground lifestyle, 

was sometimes only incidental at such events. 

This chapter has shown how alternative lifestyles were portrayed in the 

underground press, and has also examined some of the examples of alternative 

lifestyle to which the underground subscribed. Whilst some people still had 

aspirations towards a bohemian retreat from society others gravitated towards the 

revolutionary transformation of it. Admittedly, some of the more revolutionary ideas 

that had developed by the early 1970s do not sit easily alongside the ethos of 'love 

and peace', which was more prevalent in the early days of the underground press, but 

attitudes had changed by the 1970s and so had its press.60 Either way, the ideological 

divisions began to take their toll on the underground and its press, and would help to 

contribute, along with other factors, to its demise. 
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Chapter Five 
Fading Away 

Before finally looking at the ideological divisions and some of the other 

factors pertinent to the demise of the underground and its press, this concluding 

chapter will begin by briefly summarising the relationship between the London 

underground press and the provinces. The intrinsically urban and global nature of 

the London underground press and the increasingly parochial nature of the 

Manchester underground press will also be reiterated 
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Although generally the London underground press usually showed a united 

front of solidarity despite various ideological differences and petty rivalries, the 

importance of the provinces and its underground press was never fully realised. 

Admittedly publicity was afforded to some regional underground scenes by the 

London press, but it seemed dismissive of the provinces in general. It took four 

years before the first British underground newspaper conference was held in 

Manchester. Even then, the London-based papers tended to dominate the 

conference. In an attempt to realise the need to 'work more closely together ... if the 

alternative society was to be a real alternative', an agreement on 'presenting a united 

distribution front and in setting up a pool of writers around Britain and the world' 

was reached. 1 However, despite an increase in news on provincial underground 

papers in the latter years of the London underground press, the problems of 

distribution and lack of co-operation were never fully resolved. Despite an 

established global Underground Press Syndicate that enabled all members -

including certain provincial publications - to freely use each other's material it is 
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ironic that the London underground press probably had less interaction with the 

provincial press than it did with American publications. As Nelson says, 'the 

seeming absence of any really concrete bonds between the London underground 

papers and "scene" and the rest of England - was probably one of the more 

debilitating features of the English counter-culture' .2 Essentially then, the London 

underground press remained committed to wider global issues and the capital itself. 

Whilst the London underground press inspired and, in some ways, mutated into 

specialist publications serving whole sections of society, such as gays and feminists, 

the provincial underground press, as exemplified by the likes of Mole Express, 

increasingly withdrew into their own communities and dealt with problems at a local 

level. 

On the whole, despite frequent incursions into a rural setting, usually for pop 

festivals, or the supposedly more permanent arrangement of rural communes, the 

underground was more suited to the urban fabric, be it in Manchester or London. It 

was with urban issues that the underground press was primarily concerned. The rural 

wing of the underground with its concern with ecological matters, vegetarianism, and 

the like, 'looked somewhat bizarre alongside the praise of terrorism and exhortation 

to violent revolution' .3 The Underground press clearly found it hard to reconcile the 

growing divisions between sharply defined groups and loose coalitions, which had 

begun to replace a sort of consensus - albeit somewhat blurred - that had existed 

prior to the early 1970s. 

By 1972, it is clear that the ascendancy of the underground press was on the 

wane - previous high sales of 40,000 to 50,000 for each issue of IT and Oz

respectively had fallen to around 12,000 to 15,000 for JT.
4 Arguably, in some 

respects, the drop in circulation could be attributed to the emergence of specialist 
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magazines such as Gay News and Spare Rib -the feminist magazine. Another 

factor, linked to the issue of feminism, sometimes debated in relation to the decline 

of the underground press was its sexist attitude towards women and indifference to 

the wider Women's Liberation movement. Although there had always been a 

feminist element to the underground press with both male sympathisers and the likes 

of Germaine Greer, Rosie Boycott, Marsha Rowe, and Sheila Rowbotham, the wider 

counterculture was, on the whole, male dominated. Admittedly there was an amount 

of coverage of women's issues. There was an Oz 'Female Energy' issue, a Friends 

Women's Lib issue -which two of the women later implicated in the Angry Brigade 

bombings helped put together- and listings and addresses of Women's Liberation 

groups were also published. Nevertheless, the underground press largely remained 

committed to sexism until its end. By the time Spare Rib was founded by two 

underground press staff, Marsha Rowe and Rosie Boycott in 1972, the male oriented 

underground press had missed its chance, 'to take serious account of the significance 

of its women, and more specifically of the ideological and organisational strength of 

the women's movement which owed much to its experiences both within the 

capitalist society and the counter-cultural challenge to it' .5 Ironically, it could be 

argued that although specialist and political magazines like Spare Rib and The 

Leveller took their cue from the underground press, they were also prompted because 

of its inability to adequately cater for oppressed groups, such as women or gays. 

Marsha Rowe says of Spare Rib, 'It was a daughter of the underground press. It was 

a product of the counter-culture and a reaction against it' .6 David Widgery, one of 

the more politically conscious writers for Oz, said of the decline of the underground 

press, 



What finally knackered the underground was its complete 
inability to deal with women's liberation ... men defined 
themselves as rebels against society in ways limited to their 
own sex, excluding women, except as loyal companions or 
mother figures ... Because the underground remained so 
utterly dominated by men, sexual liberation was framed in 
terms saturated with male assumptions, right down to the 
rape fantasy of 'Dope, rock and roll and fucking in the streets' .7 
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On a more material level, coupled with the ever-present distribution 

difficulties that dogged underground publications, financial difficulties often 

brought about by constant police harassment and legal action probably also had some 

impact on the demise of the underground press. By the time of the most infamous of 

all the underground press prosecutions -the Oz Obscenity Trial in 1971 -all of the 

major London publications and some provincial publications had been busted at least 

once. Farren says that the harassment itself,' ... made the underground press 

stronger. It focused attention, stiffened resolve, and tended to confirm that what we 

were doing was considered dangerous to the establishment' .8 But if harassment 

actually united the press, and garnered the support of the wider counterculture at 

various times, the actual prosecutions and ensuing court costs did little for the, often 

precarious, finances of individual publications. The underground press frequently 

had to set up bust funds to raise money for fines and court costs (figures 10). 

Although organising benefit concerts and festivals (figures 11 & 12) for such 

purposes might have been fun and part of the ethos of 'playpower', they were not 

always financially successful, as in the case of Phun City. Nelson argues that it is a, 

'small wonder that with the feeling of the "heat" being turned on the underground 

with "busts" and trials for obscenity, as well as the almost frenzied search for 

something new upon which to anchor hopes, the underground turned with such 

apparent ease to the glamour of violence as expressed by the British Angry 
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Brigade ... ' .9 However, this shift arguably only created more ideological divisions 

within the underground press and served to undermine the underground even further. 

The underground press, particularly Friends I Frendz, having already shown 

support for the Provisional IRA over the issue of the Northern Irish situation was 

now confronted with the Angry Brigade, who had taken the concept of revolution 

beyond the sloganeering and student demonstrations of 1968. Targets such as the 

home of Robert Carr - the employment minister responsible for the Conservative 

Party's controversial Industrial Relations Bill- and the police computer at Tintagel 

House were bombed. The underground press inevitably became involved when 

Angry Brigade communiques were sent to IT and published in the paper. The almost 

ubiquitous police raids were now directed in search of explosives, rather than for 

obscenity. The general line taken by the London underground press and Mole

Express was one of solidarity with the Angry Brigade and the people subsequently 

accused of conspiracy, but it is apparent that the underground became divided over 

the issue of the Angry brigade. The attitude of David May, an ex- underground press 

writer, sums up the polarity that existed within the underground press over the issue, 

'The "Revolution", as preached by the Angry Brigade, I thought sucked. The 

overthrow of the government, of the state, was too heavy for most people' .1° Clearly, 

some of the underground press and the far left were opposed to their activities. 

When it came down to it, as Stuart Christie, one of the co-accused Angry Brigade 

conspirators, but later acquitted, points out, ' ... it was one thing advocating power out 

of the barrel of a gun in Vietnam and Bolivia, but not in Barnet ... anything on their 

own doorstep was too near for comfort'. 11 Further polarity within the underground 

can be gauged by looking at letters to IT. This excerpt advocates direct action. 'If 

you stand back and wait for the first move to be made it will be too late ... don't look 
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for your local Angry Brigade or any other organised groups - form your own

spontaneous demos, riots, street-happenings' .12 Conversely, another stated, 'Seems 

to me that the heavies who are trying to manipulate our revolution into violence are 

no better than Nixon, Heath, or for that matter Hitler ... Today's Angry Brigade, IRA, 

Panthers, etc., will be tomorrows Gestapo.'13 Today, Farren says, somewhat 

philosophically, 'There was constant factional friction always. The Angry Brigade 

was no exception. Of course it accentuated the ongoing debate among the advocates 

of direct action and non-violence, but in practical terms we had to treat them, 

metaphorically, as another rock band looking to make their name' . 14 

By the early 1970s, the political and economic climate no longer encouraged 

utopianism.15 Increasing trades union unrest, strikes, the onset of recession, Angry

Brigade and IRA bombs all conspired to put a strain on the underground press by the 

end of the 1973,whilst the wider counterculture was also in decline. In the last issue 

of Oz an epitaph for the underground was provided by David Widgery, who said, 

The truth of the matter is not that The-Leaders Sold-out or 
that-something-greatly-beautious grew cankered, but that 
the underground got smashed, good and proper, by those 
forces of which it stood in defiance. It was smashed because 
it could not, by 1968, be laughed at or ignored or patronised 
any longer. The underground was able to make really painful 
attacks on the systems intellectually based forms of power ... 
Unlike previous movements of radical arties, it actually 
transmitted its mood of indiscipline to young people of all 
classes.16 

However, on one hand, it could be argued that the potential of the underground as a 

real threat to the establishment was always going to be diminished because of the 

ever-present ideological divisions, and the increasing factional divisions had become 

too irreconcilable by 1972. Finally, on the other hand, more simplistically, in the 

words of John Lloyd, ' ... it was going to end anyway. People were going off into 

hard drugs, others going off into communes, some were just growing up and out of 
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it' .17 Perhaps then, the underground press was just a product of the times that 

reflected the ideologies of its various factions, and although the underground press in 

general was more suited to an urban setting-London's press was particularly 

concerned with events in the capital and globally - it helped to promote the 

alternative lifestyles that the counterculture strove for, both in an urban setting and a 

rural setting. Even if the 'revolution' of the alternative society did not take place on 

a wider scale, the legacy of squatting, communes and music festivals all remain. 

Arguably, this is due, in no small part, to the way in which the underground and its 

press embraced them in the late 1960s and early 1970s. 
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APPENDICES



Apart from the correction of a few minor typographical errors this is a transcript of 
the e-mail interviews with Mick Farren conducted by Richard Deakin. The 
interviews took place between January 21 1999 and May 2 1999. 

APPENDIX A. Interview with Mick Farren, Los Angeles, by e-mail, January 21 
1999. 
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1. RD) What was the general attitude of those involved in the London underground
scene towards those in the provinces?

MF) There was always a lot of talk at editorial meetings about the need to cover 
events in the provinces and, to some degree there was coverage of major centers 
like the Manchester Arts Lab and any spectacular drug bust. Also any self 
appointed correspondent could pretty much get his or her stuff into print, but, in 
fact not many actually appointed themselves. Mainly they complained that we 
didn't do it. I will confess, however, that, a lot of the time, we elitist snobs in the 
big city concentrated on how cool and groovy things were in London. For my 
part, I was always something of a global thinker and was far more interested in 
what might be going down in Nepal, Cuba, Japan, Holland*, and above all, the 
USA rather than events in Barnsley or Burton on Trent. I guess another form of 
elitism. 

* The connections, however, between London and Amsterdam and also Paris and
(then) West Berlin were pretty strong.

2. RD) Do you think the London underground was as relevant to people in the
provinces as it was to those in the capital?

MF) Yes, even though we tended to dis them. In Penzance they also wanted to 
read about the MC5, the Paris Situationalists, Nepalese temple balls and Captain 
Beefheart. In many respects, IT, Oz etc. were a definite cultural lifeline. We also 
reprinted stuff like Crumb comics that were impossible to get in their original 
form outside of London. Remember, back then, we were the poker game in the 
country and the only ones writing about even fairly mainstream phenomena like 
(say) The Doors or Dylan on a regular basis. The NME and the Melody Maker, 
at that time, lagged far behind. 

3. RD) What significance do you think :free festivals, such as Phun City and
Glastonbury Fayre had on the development of the alternative travelling culture
that revolved around nomadic living and free festivals?

MF) They were the absolute start of the whole thing. Prior to the festivals, a few 
beats hitchhiked around during the summer but mainly headed for seaside resorts 
and London. The festivals really provided a focus for what you might call 
potlatch tribal gatherings or clan meets. Phun City and Glastonbury also proved 
that a festival could be staged on an economic wing and a prayer. 

4. RD) In what ways were community bands like the Pink Fairies and Hawkwind
relevant to 'freak' enclaves, such as Ladbroke Grove, or even elsewhere?

I 
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MF) The n:fariimshiJ• with the "community bands" was highly symbiotic. The 
underground press publicised them, which helped it possible for them to tour and 
get record deals. They travelled around spreading the ethos and the demand for 
the newspapers and magazines grew and flourished for a while. 
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1. RD) The Observer (24.1.99. p.6) reports plans to stage a 30th anniversary festival
on the Isle of Wight next year, the IOW County Council having approached
Richard Branson to organise the event. Being yourself inextricably linked to
events that 'freed' the 1970 festival, what do you think about, as The Observer

puts it, ' ... plans to lure the rock legends - and the old hippies - back for a bit of
millennium nostalgia ... '?

MF) Personally I think the 1970 IOW festival was a highly amusing disaster, and 
for the IOW council to want to commemorate it is highly ironic since at the time 
they did everything in their power to stop it. Also, of the musical highlights 
Hendrix is dead, Jim Morrison is dead, The Who retire etc. etc ... Being a total 
hypocrite, I'd probably go for a laugh if someone sent me a ticket, but I'd file the 
whole plan under dumb and irrelevant. 

2. RD) What are your views in general on the established commercial festivals of
the 1990s? For example, what Glastonbury has become?

MF) The current festivals are what they are. Open air commercial show 
business, nothing more, nothing less. 

3. RD) In Watch Out Kids, your vision of festivals and 'Tribes of super-nomads,
musicians, artists, craftsmen, who can gather and spread information first hand',
was somewhat prescient of the travelling communities and free festivals, such as
Stonehenge, of the 1970s and early 1980s which constituted a way of life for
many people. What are your views on the subsequent legislation against such
lifestyles and events?

MF) Nomads have always been legislated against and generally scapegoated by 
settled communities, since they didn't observe either national boundaries or the 
authority of monarchs and government. Jews, gypsies, old hippies, it's all 
fundamentally the same. It's control v liberty, the great historical conflict. My 
only disappointment is that the current nomads didn't, to any great degree, 
embrace advanced portable technology, which would have given them a hell of 
an edge. 

4. RD) How did the existing Notting Hill community react to the developing
underground scene there, and to an increasing influx of hippies/ freaks etc. into
the area?

MF) The Notting Hill area was an enclave of freaks, immigrants and bohemians 
long before the hippies got there. Check Colin Innes and beyond. 



5. RD) Do you think that the underground press contributed to establishing places
such as Notting Hill as countercultural communities?

MF) No ... see 4.

6. RD) To what extent was there a sense of underground community solidarity
within Notting Hill?
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MF) Pretty damn solid, particularly among the freaks, and the West Indians (the
ganga alliance). This even carried over into the punk era. Ref. The Clash.

7. RD) When methedrine use came to be seen as a problem within the
counterculture didn't the underground press become involved in alerting the
community of its potential dangers?

MF) We did, to a degree, warn about speed, but we also took a great deal of it.
Try laying out a newspaper in 50 hours straight without it. I think the rants about
heroin were more effective, but I personally was never in the "good drug / bad
drug" business. What a person puts in their body for good or bad is their own
business. Period. Ref. Bill Burroughs. All else is soul saving, and my hypocrisy
doesn't stretch that far.

8. RD) Would you say Notting Hill was the British equivalent ofHaight-Ashbury?

MF) Yes, but not as heavily marketed, thank god. Closer to New York's Lower
East Side.

9. RD) How do you view the overall relationship between the London underground
papers, such as IT, Oz, and Frendz?

MF) There was competition and rivalry, but, on the whole a pretty strong sense
of solidarity. Things became really unglued when Richard Neville started Ink,

supposedly an over-ground-underground link, which failed miserably, wasted a
great deal of capital and energy, destroyed goodwill with printers, distributors
etc. etc.' did untold damage, and made it ultimately possible for publications like
NME to move into what had been underground press turf.

I, 

I 
i 
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APPENDIX C. Interview with Mick Farren, Los Angeles, by e-mail, May 2 1999. 

1. RD) Many British bands emerged from the art school scene of the early/mid
1960s, including the Deviants perhaps, but what influence did the art schools
have on the development of the wider underground movement?

MF) The British art school system, now diluted beyond recognition, was an 
invaluable institution during the sixties. Most importantly because the entry 
requirements were so vague, you were virtually guaranteed a place in an art 
college if you showed any kind of potential talent, and academic scores could be 
waived. Thus they provided a safe haven in which all kind of malcontents, 
misfits and outsiders could flex their muscles. 

2. RD) In reply to my first question on the 'general attitude of those involved in the
London underground scene towards those in the provinces' (21.1.99) you
mentioned a tendency towards 'global thinking', and how the 'connections
. .. between London and Amsterdam, and also Paris and ... West berlin were pretty
strong'. Would you expand on the nature of these international networks?

MF) There really was no 'international network' per se, except for the 
Underground Press Syndicate under the terms of which, all underground papers 
mailed copies to all other underground papers with full and free right to reprint. 
Thus at IT we had the pick of stories from all over the world. Also the constant 
flow of travelers through the capital cities provided a constant organic link with 
all the stopping points on the hippie trail. 

3. RD) In response to question 2 (21.1.99), 'Do you think the London underground
press was as relevant to people in the provinces as it was to those in the capital ?'
you say that 'The NME and Melody maker at that time lagged far behind'. What
effect did the absorption of underground writers, such as yourself, by the the likes
of the NME etc.have on those papers?

MF) It revolutionized and radicalized these publications, particularly the NME, 
as far as was possible within a corporate structure. If nothing else , it set them up 
for their total embrace of punk in the late seventies. 

4. RD) How did you find the transition from underground press to the NME?

MF) It was a drag and came with a definite sense of defeat. Loads of free albums 
and record company coke, but it was still working for the man. 

5. RD) You indicated that things in the underground press 'became really unglued'
(question 9, 26.1.99) when Richard Neville's attempt to link overground and
underground press with the ill-fated Ink, allowed the underground press to be
encroached upon by the likes ofNME. Wasn't the effect of seemingly constant
police harassment just as detrimental to the long term existence of the
underground press?



MF) Police harassment, if anything, made the underground press stronger. It 
focused attention, stiffened resolve, and tended to confirm that what we were 
doing was considered dangerous to the establishment. Cooption of the more 
commercial functions and features was simply draining , both spiritually and 
economically and really sapped the will. 

6. RD) The underground was always renowned for its libertarian tendencies, and
the Angry Brigade also found a mouthpiece in the underground press. Did any
friction within the underground press arise from this, and what was the general
atmosphere like within the underground during this era?
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MF) There was constant factional friction always. The Angry Brigade was no
exception. Of course it accentuated the ongoing debate among the advocates of
direct action and non-violence, but, in practical terms we had to treat them,
metaphorically, as another rock band looking to make their name.

7. RD) IT, like other underground publications was always very eclectic in nature,
but by the early 1970s, it appears to have adopted a more consistently
revolutionary stance. Were the political beliefs of the editorial team and writers a
main reason for this, or was IT merely reflecting a shift in prevailing attitudes
among the underground.?

MF) It was reflecting the shift, perhaps not in the complete prevailing attitude but
certainly that of those who gravitated to underground papers, either to write foir
them or who had an axe they wanted publicly ground.

8. RD)What for you personally did you find most gratifying about being involved in
the production of an underground newspaper?

MF) Truthfully? My kick was to see !Ton the news stands right next to Playboy
and the Daily Express. The day the issue with the parody tabloid cover and the
banner 'SCREWING CAUSES CLAP' went on sale was one of the happiest of
my life. There it was, bold as brass, on the stands right by Oxford Circus tube
station. Total absurdist street theatre and a magazine as well, Monty Python with
fangs. (figure 13)
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Figure : Reproduction of poster advert'sjn.g the, launch party-of.International Times. 
Source: Mick Farren & Ed Barker, Watch Out Kids 1972, nip 
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Figure 2: An array of Oz covers ho N"ing some dh,erse examples of the innovative 
artwork and design pioneered by the underground and its press. 
Source: Richard Neville, Hippie Hippie Shake. 1995, inside cover. 
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Figure 3: More Oz covers. 
Source: Richard Neville, Hippie Hippie Shake, 1995, inside cover. 



Figure 4: Friends cover reflecting the anti-British stance taken by the publication 
over the issue of Northern Ireland. Friends 25, March 8, 1971 
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Figure 5: Frendz's survey of British alternative publications, printed in its 
'Provincial Poontangs' column. Frendz 21, May 12, 1972, pp.20-21 
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Figure 6: Map reflecting the underground's preoccupation with Notting Hill. 
Although somewhat blurred, the key highlights various places of significance to 
the underground community, such as all-night cafes, and neighbourhood centres 
and services etc. IT30, May 3-16, 1968, pp.14-15 
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Figure 7: Free at last! Advert for Phun City, originally an IT benefit festival
until it became what is generally regarded as the first 'free' festival. Artwork by 
the late Ed Barker, !T's house artist and cartoonist. 
Source: Mick Farren (ed.) Get on Down, 1976, p.63 
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Figure 9: British White Panther bulletin urging those excluded from the main Isle of 
Wight festival arena to storm the fences. 
Source: Mick Farren & Ed Barker, Watch Out Kids, 1972, nip 
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Figure 10: A typical small ad appeal for an IT 'bust fund'. IT 74, 
February 27-March 13, 1971, p.21 
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Figure 11: 'Oz Police Ball', benefit for the Oz Obscenity Trial. 
Source: Mick Farren (ed.), Get on Down, 1976, p.54 
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Figure 12: Advert for a Nasty Tales benefit gig - JT's comic offshoot - which was 
prosecuted for obscenity. Artwork by Ed Barker. IT 122, January 27-February 10, 
1972, p.9 
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Figure 13: Classic example an underground parody of the tabloid press. IT91, 

November 5-19, 1970, p.l 
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